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Vorlesungen über continuirliche Gruppen mit geometrischen und anderen Anwen-
dungen, by Sophus Lie, Bearbeitet und ausgeben von Dr. Georg Scheffers, Leip-
zig, Teubner, 1893, 8vo., xi + 810 pp.

In the theory of transformation-groups we owe to Professor Lie a most important
and interesting department of modern mathematics. The importance of the group
idea itself has long been recognized in its application to the theory of substitutions,
and some continuous transformations, such as the pedal transformation, were in
use before Lie’s work, but were used without their connection with the group idea
being discovered, and this discovery and the presentation of the results of it in a
systematic form are due to Professor Lie.

As far as the finite transformation-groups are concerned, these results have been
gathered from the various journals in which they first appeared, and are available
in a complete analytical form in the “Theory of Transformation Groups”.

In this book Professor Engel has accomplished with remarkable success the dif-
ficult task of presenting the general theory in a rigorous and clear manner. This
general treatment, however, involves no small amount of difficulty, and to furnish
an introduction to it the “Lectures on Continuous Groups” was written. At the
same time it was aimed in this book alone to give, in outline at least, the general
theory and indicate some lines in which it may be applied. Both of these ends Dr.
Scheffers has successfully accomplished. The first part takes the reader through
a discussion of transformation-groups in one and two variables, devoting especial
attention to the projective groups and their most important subgroups. All the
necessary principles of the projective geometry are derived as used, and a very ele-
mentary knowledge of mathematics is sufficient to enable the student to read this
portion of the book. In the second part the general theory of continuous groups in
n variables is dealt with.
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Reprinted from Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. 1 (1894–95), 241–248.
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